
We know that data is stored 
magnetically on hard disk drives 
(see Figure 1 ) and that is why 
degaussing works. But 
sometimes a magnetic �eld in 
one direction may not be strong 
enough to degauss a high density 
hard disk and a reverse �eld is 
necessary.  The T - 4 uses patented 
technology to automatically 
create a uniform reverse �eld.  

Magnetic media (hard disk 
drive, tape, etc.) does not 

respond di�erently to 
pulses in the same 

direction but it undoubtedly 
responds di�erently to 

pulses in di�erent 
directions (positive/ 

negative), which creates a 
�eld spread . 

The use of a positive and negative pulse creates a 
higher �eld saturation, which means a more thorough 

and stronger degaussing operation.  

A plot of magnetization  m against  magnetic  �eld  h calculated  using  a theoretical  model . Starting  at the 
origin,  the upward curve  is  the initial  magnetization  curve . The downward curve  after  saturation,  along with 
the lower  return  curve,  form  the main  loop. The intercepts  hc and mrs  are  the coercivity  and saturation  
remanence . When an external  magnetic  �eld is  applied to a ferromagnet  such  as  iron,  the atomic  dipoles  
align  themselves  with it.  Even  when the �eld  is  removed,  part  of the alignment  will  be retained :  the material  
has  become  magnetized . Once magnetized,  the magnet  will  stay  magnetized  inde�nitely . To demagnetize  it 
requires  heat or a magnetic  �eld in the opposite direction . This  is  the e�ect  that provides  the element  of 
memory  in a hard  disk  drive. The relationship  between �eld  strength  H and magnetization  M is  not linear  in 
such  materials . If a magnet  is  demagnetized  (H=M=0) and the relationship  between H and M is  plotted for 
increasing  levels  of �eld  strength,  M follows  the initial  magnetization  curve . This  curve  increases  rapidly  at 
�rst  and then approaches  an asymptote  called  magnetic  saturation . If the magnetic  �eld  is  now reduced  
monotonically,  M follows  a di�erent  curve . At zero  �eld  strength,  the magnetization  is  o�set  from  the origin  
by an amount called  the remanence . If the H- M relationship  is  plotted for  all  strengths  of applied magnetic  
�eld  the result  is  a hysteresis  loop called  the main  loop. The width of the middle  section  is  twice the 
coercivity  of the material .   

T- 4 REVERSE POLARITY  

 

With the T- 4’s  patented technology,  a second  
cycle  will  never  be needed because  it 
automatically  produces  a reverse  �eld . It will  
also  not be outdated as  hard  drive technology 
continues  to advance .  
 
The Magnetic Hysteres is  Plot (see   Figure  1) 
explains  the reason  for  bi- directional  erasure . 
The vertical  centerline  is  "zero,”  so while  
single  direction  erasure  may get most  of the 
recorded  signal,  some  remains  in the 
opposite polarity  for  a number  of reasons . 
Only a fully  reversed  �eld  can erase  securely . 

If you examine  National  Security  Agency (NSA)  documents,  you will  see  that 
certain  degaussers  require  the magnetic  media  to be physically  reversed  
(�ipped over) and a second  cycle  performed  with the hard  disk  upside  down 
(see  “NOTE”  on page 3 and 7 of the most  recent  NSA  EPL - Degausser) . This  is  
because  they do not produce  a strong  enough magnetic  �eld . 

How is  data r ecor ded on a har d dis k dr ive?  

Figure 1  

When an external  magnetic  �eld  is  applied to a ferromagnet , 
such  as  iron,  the atomic  dipoles  align  themselves  with it. Even  
when the �eld  is  removed,  part  of the alignment  will  be 
retained :  the material  has  become magnetized . Once 
magnetized,  the magnet  will  stay  magnetized  inde�nitely . 
This  is  the e�ect  that provides  the element  of memory  in a 
hard  disk  drive. To demagnetize  it requires  a magnetic  �eld  in 
the opposite direction . 


